
V å r s k r i k
Vocal Performance Practice in Swedish Traditional Music

Packing each summer 
for a house blessed by pastures -
a female form of freedom
hard to keep.

Kulning, an introduction

For centuries humans have exactly known how to communicate over distances without
using any external device, through their own voices. Sweden preserves still today one
precious form of this ancient knowledge which crosses the thin line between singing and
speaking - the kulning. 
Differently from any other tradition in the world, in Scandinavia transhumance was a
women task only: during the summer season the vallkullor – herdswomen – moved to the
summer farm, the fäbod, where they could let the cattle graze freely in the woods. In order
to call back their animals they had to develop a sharp, loud vocal style that could reach
kilometers all through the forest: it was the origin of kulning.

The main purpose of this research was to study and practice the techinque in its original
environment, where sound can spread and meet the natural amplification and harmonics
of the landscape. 
Lots of recordings can be heard dating back to the last historic  kulerskor (women who
used to kula), and these are useful but to get a partial idea of how kulning actually sounds.
As  an  oral  tradition  it  can’t  be  learnt  otherwise  than  orally:  thanks  to  C.  M.  Lerici

Foundation it’s been possible a real field trip around Sweden, meeting up folk institutions
and  getting  to  know  the  basics  of  vocal  practice,  repertoire  and  improvisation  in
Scandinavian ancient herding music.



SÖDERMANLAND

Karin Lindström Kolterud is a singer and folk researcher specialized in kulning.
She succeeded in bringing together vocal practicioners from all over the world, for one week
reunited in a Swedish rural village to study traditional herding tunes.
The lessons were held in Björnlunda Hembygdsgård, an open-air museum born to preserve the
finest old houses in the village.

Each working session consisted in  an accurate warm-up,  in order to set  the  voice for the
herding mode. We were then given a vallvisa to learn; in fäbod culture each of them brought a
specific message: different melodies were codified for different needs, for different animals, or
as a signature of the vallkulla (herdswoman). 

Let icke! Let icke!
Korna ä hemma

Don’t look anymore!
The cow is back home again

This  codification  was  possible  thanks  to  a  characteristic  musical  “alphabet”  that  any
herdswoman knew: the vallåtsmodus.
It consists in a limited-range minor scale certainly influenced by the cow horn tone.
When it comes to study the vallvisor today, we usually express the vallåtsmodus on numbers:

5    4   2   5   4   2
Let icke! Let icke!
   2  3  4  3    1
Korna ä hemma

The  vallvisa was then converted in a  kulning range, one octave up: that’s how the message
could be brought on a long-distance communication - through forests, pastures and valleys -
thanks to  its  directional  sharpness.  Kulning covered both communication between humans
(help requests, greetings) and from humans to animals. 
When  the  animal  was  near,  herdswomen  used  a  mixture  between  chest-voice  words  and
singing.

At the end of the week we’d collected different traditional herding tunes, we composed our
personal one and could improvise on vallåtsmodus.
We  finally  moved  to  Sandvik,  where  we  were  able  to  test  how  different  environments
influenced the vocal texture of kulning.

One  of  the  course  participants  is  a  professional  singer  in  yodel  technique:  we  had  the
extraordinary opportunity to learn the basics of it and compare the two herding styles together.



UPPLAND

The  Eric Sahlström Institutet  is one of the most important national centers for Swedish
traditional music and dance. Its uniqueness consists in teaching nyckelharpa alongside fiddle
and dancing.
The three courses last one year and blend together in one big folklore team. A nickelharpa

making course is usually held aswell.
During the week I spent in Tobo I had the chance to follow the students while rehearsing

for their final concert and attending to a traditional singing class.
Here I could meet  Karin Ericsson Back,  a folk singer and  kulerska trained at the Royal
College of Music in Stockholm. She was born in Dalarna - the Swedish region where kulning
was mostly practiced - and herding music became part of her experience since she was a
child.
Karin is also a teacher in Ulrica Liavour’s method for voice yoga: her teaching is deeply

linked to grounding techniques – listening to the inner perception of voice, how it vibrates and
moves inside one’s body.
During  the  individual  working  session  I  could  train  with  a  particular  attention  on  the

myofascial  system,  which  demonstrates  the  hidden  connection  between  pelvic  floor,
diaphragm and pharynx.
Many of the exercises that Karin teaches are based on searching this delicate balance for

reaching a complete and gentle vocal experience.
As she often repeats, kulning “is not shouting, it is calling. It’s not singing, it is calling.” In a

society in which we were tought to be silent, kula is a  precious yet subtle knowledge to share.

Three of the most popular folk meetings took place in Tobo during my stay:  Dans i Tobo,
Tobotorsdag and Lövstabruk sessions.

I was immediately brought to realize that Swedish folk music is almost exquisitely spela til
dans: played for dancing. The most common Swedish dance is polska, a characteristic ¾ time
with a marked stress on the 1st and on the 3rd beat, usually remarked by a sort of “cripple”
dancing step.

Moreover, there’s a traditional singing style specifically used as music for dancing: the trall.
Similar to the Celtic traditional  lilting,  later on converged in  scatting for jazz music, this
vocal technique imitates the instruments by strongly suggesting rythmical accents to dancers
– one singer only, a whole room dancing.

The  picture  I  had  is  a  vivid,  sparkling  folklore  –  frequented  and  studied  by  a  vast  and
enthusiastic public of any age.  Music institutes renounced to a useless rigidity and are a
living landmark that openly speaks.

On the other hand, the numerous interviews I was lucky to take with ESI students revealed
that the  recovery of Swedish popular heritage is something relatively recent (1970s) and with
many aspects to deepen still.



DALARNA

I decided to conclude this field trip heading to the cradle of  kulning: the central Swedish
region of Dalarna.
Malungs Folkhögskola hosted me on a one-week intensive masterclass with Maria Röjas.
This was the most accurate and fundamental approach I had with traditional singing and with
vocal routine. Maria Röjas is an experienced classical soprano that brought up folk music
alongside her  opera  carreer,  never  stopping to observe and study in deep the similarities
between the two vocal techniques.
She  was  trained  by  Karin  Edvarsson  Johansson,  probably  the  best  known  kulerska in
Sweden: one of the first herdswomen asked to record her voice back in the 1950s.
Maria not only gave me extraordinary singing tips – from warm-up sequences and vocal
health advice to extremely specific technical notions – but depicted a clear image of fäbod
culture aswell.

On the last day we were hosted by Arvselen Fäbod, a real living summer farm in which a six-
weeks farming course was taking place.  
During the summer, mountain pastures became small villages: each fäbod consisted in at least

four buildings – a house, a stable, a barn and a dairy – and in each fäbod worked up to six
families.
This  is  not  the  case  of  Arvselen,  where  the  owner  alone  runs  the  farm with  the  help  of
Malungs Folkhögskola students.  It’s  not  only about  milking and making cheese:  there’s a
relation between the human and the animal that must be built in order to let the cattle graze
alone in the forest – wolves and bears are a concrete danger still today. The cattle follow a
herdsman “for they know his voice”.

In conclusion, vallmusik is a complex system poised between its archaic practical background
and an artistic act: an evidence of feminine generative strenght giving birth to singing as a
form of creative survival.
Despite few people in Sweden are still aware of the existence of kulning, it penetrated in local
musical memory, merging into polskas, lullabies, sacred hymns and later popular songs: it
becomes clear that tradition is a living being.
And its journey doesn’t end, as I came back home singing…
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